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To ensure programs do not leak private data, we often want to be able to provide formal guarantees ensuring

such data is handled correctly. Often, we cannot keep such data secret entirely; instead programmers specify

how private data may be declassified. While security definitions for declassification exist, they mostly do not

handle higher-order programs. In fact, in the higher-order setting no compositional security definition exists

for intensional information-flow properties such as where declassification, which allows declassification in

specific parts of a program. We use logical relations to build a model (and thus security definition) of where

declassification. The key insight required for our model is that we must stop enforcing indistinguishability

once a relevant declassification has occurred. We show that the resulting security definition provides more

security than the most related previous definition, which is for the lower-order setting.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Language-based information-flow control guarantees that secret information does not flow to

attacker-visible outputs of a program if such a flow would violate the security policy. The strictest

form of such a guarantee is often formalized as noninterference, which says that a program is secure

with respect to an attacker when any two runs of the program that differ only in secrets result in

the same attacker-visible outcomes.

In practice, we often want less restrictive security policies since many programs intentionally

reveal some secret information. In other words, secret information may not remain secret in its

entirety forever; parts of it may need to be declassified at some points. Hence, there is need for

program-security definitions that admit declassification of information in conformance with a

given policy. While many such definitions exist for first-order programs—where functions cannot

be passed to other functions and cannot be stored in memory [Askarov and Sabelfeld 2007a,b;
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Banerjee et al. 2008; Broberg and Sands 2009, 2010; Kozyri and Schneider 2020; Mantel and Sands

2004; Sabelfeld and Myers 2003]—there are fewer such definitions for higher-order programs.

Most definitions for higher-order program security with declassification target what declassifica-
tion [Cruz et al. 2017; Li and Zdancewic 2005; Ngo et al. 2020], wherein policies specify precisely

what information may be revealed. For example, a policy might specify that a secret number may

not be revealed in its entirety, but its parity—whether the number is even or odd—may be revealed.

However, what declassification is purely extensional, i.e. based entirely on the input-output behav-

ior, and therefore cannot specify temporal aspects – where and when in a program information can

be declassified. In practice, this aspect is also important.

For where and when declassification, all security definitions supporting higher-order programs

of which we are aware [Broberg and Sands 2006; Matos and Boudol 2005] target the so-called

store-based setting. In this setting, security labels, which represent confidentiality policies and tell

us how secret the data we are dealing with is, are attached to memory locations only. Unfortunately,

definitions in the store-based setting give no meaningful notion of value security, even for those

values—like function values—that have suspended computation in them. Instead, all values are

usually assumed secure by virtue of not doing any computation and security is defined only for

whole-program expressions.

As a result, existing definitions of higher-order program security with where/when declassi-

fication are not compositional. By compositional we mean “homomorphic with respect to the

programming language’s constructs”, i.e., a program composed of secure partial programs should

also be secure. For example, applying a secure function to a secure argument always result in a

secure expression. However, the existing definitions in the store-based setting described above

are not compositional in this sense. To see this, consider two locations l and h labeled public

and secret, respectively, along with a function f ≜ λx.(l := !h), which copies h to l ignoring
its argument x. Clearly, f’s body is insecure because f leaks h without declassifying it. However,

store-based definitions deem all values secure and thus deem f secure. Next, consider the (trivially
secure) argument 5. If the security definition were compositional, the expression f 5 should also

be secure. But, the expression f 5 leaks h to l, which is recognized as a security breach by the

aforementioned store-based definitions!

As an immediate consequence of this lack of compositionality, programs cannot be verified

secure against these definitions modularly. Rather, one must verify whole-program security. This

constraint can be problematic. For example, libraries may be used in many different programs

which do not yet exist. Hence, the authors of a library cannot verify the security of their library.

Instead, each client must verify their program, including any library code they use, themselves.

This may make some verification tasks—such as those for sufficiently large programs—infeasible.

Using a compositional security definition instead, we can verify each library function once, reusing
the security proof every time the library gets used.

Since type systems are usually compositional by construction, many papers side step this problem

by using a type system to enforce a noncompositional security property. This allows programmers

to reuse the proof that a well typed library function is secure, just as we advocated above. However,

such type systems are necessarily conservative; they fail to recognize some secure programs as

secure. For instance, imagine that we wish to verify the security of a software library used to build

online shops. This library provides functions to calculate shipping costs. One function sets a new

shipping cost and logs the fact that the shipping cost has been set (this log is for debugging):

SetShippingCosts ≜ λcost. shipping_cost := cost; costs_set := true
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Another function calculates and sets the shipping costs based on whether the customer is living

abroad or not:

CalculatePostage ≜ λisAbroad.λfee_local.λfee_abroad.λcustomer. if isAbroad customer
then SetShippingCosts fee_abroad
else SetShippingCosts fee_local

This function takes several parameters chosen by the client of the library and a customer of the

online shop as inputs. Because the location of the customer is sensitive data, the policies of the

result of the function parameter isAbroad and of the variable shipping_cost are more secret than the

log variable costs_set. While no information about (isAbroad customer) and shipping_cost leaks to
costs_set in the computation of CalculatePostage, the CalculatePostage function would be rejected as

insecure by most security type systems. After all, it contains writes of less-secret data (the setting of

costs_set) controlled by more-secret data (the result of isAbroad customer). The type systems cannot

determine that the location of the customer is not leaked into costs_set via the writes in the two

branches, so they reject the program, even though it is intuitively secure.

Because of this shortcoming, we cannot exclusively rely on type systems for compositional

verification of our programs. Instead, we need more expressive security definitions that are compo-

sitional in their own right. Such definitions also have an additional benefit: they allow us to apply

the powerful method of semantic typing. In this technique, a verification engineer proves the bulk

of the program secure using the type system. Only small parts of the program that require security

reasoning beyond the scope of the type system, such as the CalculatePostage function above, are

proved secure directly against the security definition in the semantics. The proofs done in the type

system and those done directly in the semantics are then composed using the compositionality of

the security definition.

Our contribution.Our goal in this paper is to develop a security definition forwhere declassification
that is compositional and supports higher-order programs. Since the store-based setting used by

current definitions of where declassification leads to noncompositional definitions, we turn to

an alternative setting, the value-based setting. In the value-based setting, values (and types) have

associated security labels. We particularly work with a fine-grained value-based setting, where

every value and type is associated with a security label.

Changing to the value-based setting allows us to define security via logical relations, creat-
ing a compositional-by-construction security definition. Existing logical-relations definitions of

information-flow security define extensional security properties—i.e., properties where security

only depends on the input-output behavior of the program [see e.g., Cruz et al. 2017; Frumin et al.

2021; Gregersen et al. 2021; Ngo et al. 2020; Rajani and Garg 2018]. For such properties, logical

relations achieve compositionality by studying how the computation suspended in higher-order

values can execute—the model simply evaluates those computations completely! For instance, given

two functions, a logical-relations model of noninterference would say that those functions are

indistinguishable if, given indistinguishable inputs, they give indistinguishable outputs. However,

where and when declassification allow and disallow declassification based on internal state, such

as the current state of the local memory ("when") or the subexpression being evaluated ("where").

These aspects cannot be observed from the outside by just analyzing the input/output behavior of

the program, making them intensional security definitions. Consequently, depending on how the

internal state changes during the execution, we can no longer expect two functions given indistin-

guishable inputs to produce indistinguishable results. Hence, a security definition for where

declassification must stop enforcing indistinguishability under some circumstances.
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To model this requirement, we identify and formalize what we call relevant declassification steps.
Relevant declassification steps are those for which we both must stop enforcing indistinguishability

and can do so securely. This work uses relevant declassification to build a logical relation. This

insight—that we can stop enforcing indistinguishability after a relevant declassification—can,

we believe, generalize to other notions of security for systems with intensional declassification.

However, since we work in a setting with higher-order state and nondeterministic allocation of

memory, this formalization is quite technical. Our main technical contribution is a description of

such a formalization of relevant declassification, a logical relation built around this formalization,

and a compositional security definition derived from the logical relation.

Concretely, our contributions are as follows: first, we present λ-WHR, a higher-order program-

ming language and security type system allowing explicit where declassification. λ-WHR is based

on a language and type system for noninterference called FG [Rajani and Garg 2018] and extends

it with declassification policies in the style of Flow Locks [Broberg and Sands 2006, 2009]. In

Flow Locks, distinguished variables called locks specify when (i.e., in which states) a value may

be declassified to an actor. For example, the policy {{allow} ⇒ alice} says “the actor alice can see

whatever this policy protects if the lock allow is open.” Policies are then used as security labels:

the visibility of a value labeled with a policy is subject to that policy. This allows value protection

to depend on locks, which can be opened and closed. Unlike Flow Locks, the lock-opening and

-closing constructs of λ-WHR are syntactically scoped for technical convenience. Hence, whether

a lock is open or not is clearly determined by the program subexpression being executed which

means that λ-WHR policies model where declassification, rather than when declassification.

Second, we extend FG’s compositional security definition to support where declassification. FG

achieves compositionality by relying on a binary logical relation—a relational interpretation of

labeled types defining when two values or expressions of a given type are indistinguishable to an

adversary. The logical relation is indexed with a (labeled) type and a Kripke world [Ahmed et al.

2009], which specifies types of locations in the heap. This relation treats functions as indistinguish-

able exactly when they are extensionally indistinguishable, that is they produce indistinguishable

results given indistinguishable inputs, forcing compositionality. A program is secure if it is indis-

tinguishable from itself when run with different secrets. To handle declassification, we additionally

index the relation with the open locks in the two programs and add a formalization of relevant

declassification steps, which captures when we must stop enforcing indistinguishability.

Third, we prove λ-WHR’s type system sound relative to this semantic model. This proof shows

that every typing rule is semantically admissible. That is, our typing rules remain valid if we

replace syntactic typing in premises and the conclusion with semantic typing based on the logical

relation. This establishes that typing a program is a sound technique for proving it secure, and

that mixing type-based and semantic proofs is sound. It also witnesses the compositionality of the

security definition.

Finally, we connect our security definition to a prior security definition for Flow Locks [Broberg

and Sands 2009]. This security definition is based on a different kind of security model: attacker
knowledge [Askarov and Sabelfeld 2007a]. Briefly, this security model first defines what an attacker

knows based on observations it has made during the execution of a program. Then, it deems a

program secure if the attacker’s knowledge does not increase except at relevant declassification

events (i.e., declassification events that reveal new data to the attacker). Flow Locks’ store-based

security definition is not compositional and is limited to first-order state (where functions cannot be

stored in the heap), while our definition is compositional and supports higher-order state. We prove

that our security definition, restricted to first-order state, is stronger—i.e., less permissive—than the

prior definition showing that compositionality does not weaken security.
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Actors a

Locks σ

Lock Sets Σ ∈ P(Locks)
Clauses c ::= Σ ⇒ a

Policies p ∈ P(Clauses)

Types A ::= unit | N | τ1 + τ2 | τ1 × τ2 | ref τ | τ1
Σ,p−−−→ τ2

Annotated Types τ, τ1, τ2 ::= Ap

Variables x ∈ V
Numbers n ∈ N
Locations l ∈ L

Expressions e, e ′, e ′′ ::= x | () |n | λx.e | (e, e ′) | fst (e) | snd (e)
| inl (e) | inr (e) | case e of | inl (x) ⇒ e ′ | inr (y) ⇒ e ′′

| e e ′ | new (e, τ) | ! e | e := e ′

| open σ in e | close σ in e | l

Values V v, v ′ ::= λx.e | (v, v ′) | fst (v) | snd (v) | inl (v) | inr (v) | () | l |n

Fig. 1. Syntax

For reasons of space and readability, proofs and some technical details are omitted from this

paper. The accompanying technical appendix [Menz et al. 2023] contains these.

2 LANGUAGE
We base λ-WHR on FG [Rajani and Garg 2018], a simply typed λ-calculus with a unit type, natural

numbers, sums, pairs, references, functions, and information-flow labels. We extend this core

calculus with the declassification mechanism and the policy language of Flow Locks [Broberg and

Sands 2006, 2009]. The syntax of this adapted language is shown in Figure 1. The accompanying

technical appendix adds the possibility of branching on locks and for changes to locks to be observed,

based on an extension to Flow Locks known as Paralocks [Broberg and Sands 2010]. Note that,

while our language does not explicitly include booleans and if expressions, we will use them freely

in examples via their usual encoding as sum types.

Flow Locks allows declassification via locks—usually denoted by σ,σ ′
,σ1, etc.—which can be

opened and closed using the open and close constructs. We can think of these locks as boolean

flags, denoting whether data is protected or not. In other words, locks placed on data, while closed,

prevent certain actors from seeing that data. Opening the lock removes this protection. Note that,

unlike Flow Locks, λ-WHR uses syntactically scoped open and close statements. This matches the

functional nature of λ-WHR better than the unscoped, imperative setting of prior work.

To see how locks allow for declassification, consider the following example: a conference wants

to publish the list of accepted papers, but only after the program committee has made all acceptance

decisions. The conference software contains the following function, which publishes a paper to a

publicly visible output out1:

publish ≜ λx.out := x

The list of accepted papers could then be published by

publishAll ≜ applyToList publish acceptedPapers

1
While a more realistic model would explicitly model input-output channels, we choose to minimize our calculus and use

references for these purposes. This does not change the information-flow reasoning in any way.
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where acceptedPapers is the list of accepted papers. While this correctly publishes the list of papers,

it does not enforce our security policy, since nothing prevents this function from being run before

the program committee has made its decision.

To prevent this leak, we introduce a lock published that protects papers from being published.

Thus, we associate the Flow-Locks policy {{published} ⇒ pub} with each paper, where pub is an
actor standing for the public. This association tells us that the public is only allowed to see any

information derived from a paper if the lock published has been opened. In general, we associate

each term with a Flow-Locks policy determining an information-flow policy. These policies are
defined as sets of clauses of the form Σ ⇒ a, where Σ is a set of locks and a is an actor [Broberg

and Sands 2006, 2009]. Information labeled with a clause Σ ⇒ a may be seen by the actor a if all

locks in Σ are open. A policy allows an information flow if it is allowed by any clause.

Since any data written to out can be observed by the public, we associate the data stored in out
with the policy {∅ ⇒ pub}. With this association, we must ensure that whenever we use publish, the
published lock is statically known to be open. To do so, we can change publishAll to check that the

current date (stored in the variable today) is later than the publication date (stored in pubDate), and
then open the published lock.

publishAll ≜ if today > pubDate
then open published

in applyToList publish acceptedPapers
else ()

Alternatively, we could change publish to check the policy and open the lock if appropriate.

Remember that the opened lock is closed at the end of the scope of the open expression. Hence this

approach opens (and closes) the lock for each assignment to out separately.

publish ≜ λx. if today > pubDate
then open published

in out := x
else ()

We will see in Section 3 that each implementation of this example gets a different type. We will

also see how the type system uses those types to force the programmer to use the different func-

tions correctly.

2.1 Operational Semantics
We use a small-step, call-by-value operational semantics. In order to define this semantics we need

some knowledge about the context in which programs execute. The context contains a (heap) state S
which maps finitely many locations to both the value currently stored at that location and the type

of that value. If (l↣ (v, τ)) ∈ S for a state S, we say that S(l) = v and type(S, l) = τ. Because
execution steps can change the state, every execution step results in a new state in addition to the

reduced term.

Flow Locks’ attacker model [Broberg and Sands 2009], which we use, assumes that an attacker

can observe changes to the state. To model this assumption, each reduction step also outputs an

observation ω, which specifies what changes to the state an attacker can see due to the step. There

are two types of observations (also from Flow Locks [Broberg and Sands 2009, 2010]): the empty

observation ϵ and lτ(v), which says that the value v was written to location l that should hold

values of type τ. We define the policy of an observation as follows:

pol(ω) =

{
p if ω = lτ(v) and τ = Ap

undefined if ω = ϵ
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Σ ∪ {σ} ⊢ e, S
ω;Σ′
====⇒ e ′, S ′

Σ ⊢ open σ in e, S
ω;Σ′
====⇒ open σ in e ′, S ′

Eopened

Σ ⊢ open σ in v, S
ϵ;Σ
==⇒ v, S

EopenedBeta

Σ\ {σ} ⊢ e, S
ω;Σ′
====⇒ e ′, S ′

Σ ⊢ close σ in e, S
ω;Σ′
====⇒ close σ in e ′, S ′

Eclosed

Σ ⊢ close σ in v, S
ϵ;Σ
==⇒ v, S

EclosedBeta

(l↣ (v, τ)) ∈ S

Σ ⊢ ! l, S
ϵ;Σ
==⇒ v, S

EDerefBeta

l ∉ dom(S)

Σ ⊢ new(v, τ), S
lτ(v);Σ
=====⇒ l, S ∪ {l↣ (v, τ)}

ENewBeta

l ∈ dom(S) type(S, l) = τ

Σ ⊢ l := v, S
lτ(v);Σ
=====⇒ (), S[l↣ (v, τ)]

Eassign

Fig. 2. Small-Step Reduction (Selected Rules)

Our operational semantics also tracks which locks are open when a step is taken. Since the

language we present here does not allow executions to branch depending on the lock state, this

may be surprising. However, these locks are used in our definition of security. Moreover, we allow

branching on the lock state in the extended language of the technical appendix.

One might expect that we return a new lock set after every step, just as we do for the state. In

particular, one might naïvely expect open σ in e to reduce to e with a new lock set Σ ∪ {σ} when
executed for one step in Σ. In fact, this is exactly how Broberg and Sands [2006, 2009, 2010] handle

changes to the lock state. However, because in our setting open and close are scoped, we need to

return to the original lock set after their scope has ended. If we use the naïve semantics, we lose

vital information. To see this, consider the three programs open σ in (e e ′), (open σ in e) e ′, and
(open σ ′ in e) e ′. Assume that the first two programs are executed in lock set {σ ′} and the last one

is executed in {σ}. With the semantics above all of them would reduce in one step to e e ′ with a new

lock set {σ,σ ′}. We would thus lose the ability to distinguish them, so we would not know when

the scope of the open ends and which locks to reset. To solve this problem, we reduce e inside the
scope of the open. The lock σ is open within this scope, i.e., while e reduces. When e has reduced

to a value v, we remove the open and return v.
Next, consider the program open σ in new (5,Np)with open locksΣ. The security of this program

depends on the security of the subterm new (5,Np) with open locks Σ ∪ {σ}. Since this subterm is

the redex of the full term, we say that Σ ∪ {σ} is the active lock set in the reduction of the full term.

In general, the active lock set of a reduction step is the lock set at the redex reduced by the step.

We need to know this active lock set in order to determine whether the reduction step is secure.

We therefore instrument our small-step relation to explicitly track the active lock set.

We now have the pieces to define reduction. A reduction step has the form Σ ⊢ e, S
ω;Σ′
===⇒ e ′, S ′

,

which means that the expression e, in set of open locks Σ and state S, can take a step to the

expression e ′, changing the state to S ′
and producing an observation ω. The lock set Σ ′

is the

active lock set at the point of reduction. Selected reduction rules can be found in Figure 2. The full

rules can be found in our technical appendix.

The reduction rules define a call-by-value semantics. The initial lock set is static and remains

constant over several steps of execution, while the structure of the expression being executed
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p ⊑ p ′ A <: B

Ap <: Bp′ Sub-Policy

τ0 <: τ1 τ2 <: τ3 p ′ ⊑ p Σ ⊆ Σ ′

τ1
Σ ,p

−−−−→ τ2 <: τ0
Σ ′

,p′

−−−−−→ τ3

Sub-Arrow

Γ , x : τ1; Σ
′
; θ ⊢pc′ e : τ2

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc λx.e : (τ1
Σ ′

,pc′
−−−−−−→ τ2)

⊥

λ Γ ;Σ ∪ {σ}; θ ⊢pc e : τ

Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc open σ in e : τ
Open

Γ ;Σ \ {σ}; θ ⊢pc e : τ

Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc close σ in e : τ
Close

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e : (τ1 + τ2)
p

p ⊑ τ Γ , x : τ1; Σ ; θ ⊢pc⊔p e1 : τ Γ ,y : τ2; Σ ; θ ⊢pc⊔p e2 : τ

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc case e of | inl (x) ⇒ e1 | inr (y) ⇒ e2 : τ
case

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e1 : (τ1
Σ ′

,pc′
−−−−−−→ τ2)

p

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e2 : τ
′
1

p ⊑ τ2 pc ⊔ p ⊑ pc ′ τ ′
1
<: τ1 Σ ⊇ Σ ′

Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc e1 e2 : τ2
app

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e : (ref τ)p p ⊑ τ ′ τ <: τ ′

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc ! e : τ ′
Deref

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e : τ ′ pc ⊑ τ τ ′(Σ) <: τ

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc new (e, τ) : (ref τ)⊥
New

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc l : (ref θ(l))⊥
Loc

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e : (ref τ ′)p τ(Σ) <: τ ′ Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc e ′ : τ pc ⊔ p ⊑ τ ′

Γ ; Σ ; θ ⊢pc e := e ′ : unit⊥
Assign

Fig. 3. Subtyping and Type System (Selected Rules)

determines the effective lock set at the point of reduction. Most rules are standard, apart from

the lock set and observations. Most β-reduction steps are unobservable, and thus produce the

observation ϵ. One example is EDerefBeta which reads a value stored in an existing location

and silently outputs ϵ.
Memory-manipulating reductions produce nontrivial observations. The rule ENewBeta allo-

cates a new location l, storing the value v and the specified type τ in l. It produces the observation
lτ(v) and returns the new location l. Eassign updates an existing location l of type τ in the state

S to a value v (written S[l↣ (v, τ)]) and reduces to () with observation lτ(v).
Finally, the lock-manipulating rules determine our declassificationmechanism. The ruleEopened

allows e to reduce with the lock σ open. Once e has reduced to a value v, EopenedBeta returns

v with observation ϵ. The rules for close work similarly.
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3 TYPE SYSTEM
Our type system extends the FG type system [Rajani and Garg 2018], which enforces noninterference

without any declassification. Most rules remain unchanged, though we add rules for open and close
and make small changes necessary for declassification to the rules manipulating state. We annotate

every type with a Flow-Locks policy [Broberg and Sands 2006, 2009], including types contained

within compound types.

We start by reviewing the properties of Flow-Locks policies as explored by Broberg and Sands

[2006, 2009]. As is usual, policies form a join semilattice. A policy p is below a policy q, written
p ⊑ q, if policy p allows more actors to observe data labeled by it than does q. More specifically,

this means that for every clause in q there is a less restrictive clause in p. A clause Σ1 ⇒ a is less

restrictive than Σ2 ⇒ a if Σ1 ⊆ Σ2. The least restrictive policy ⊥ ≜ {∅ ⇒ a | a is an actor} allows

every actor to observe the labeled data in any lock state, while the most restrictive policy ⊤ ≜ ∅
does not allow any actor to observe the labeled data in any lock state. The general principle of

secure information flow is that information should only flow upwards in the policy lattice: data

labeled p may flow to a location labeled q if p ⊑ q. For this reason, when p ⊑ q, we also say that

policy p flows to q.
The join of two policies p and q is p⊔q ≜ {Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ⇒ a | Σ1 ⇒ a ∈ p∧ Σ2 ⇒ a ∈ q}. Finally,

policies can be updated, or specialized, with regard to the current lock set. The specialization of p
with Σ (written p(Σ)) represents the “effective” policy p when locks in Σ are assumed to be open:

p(Σ) ≜ {Σ1\Σ ⇒ a | Σ1 ⇒ a ∈ p}.
We lift the ordering on policies and policy specialization to policy-annotated types.

Definition 3.1.

Ap ⊑ p ′ ≜ p ⊑ p ′

p ⊑ Ap′
≜ p ⊑ p ′

Ap ⊑ Bp′
≜ p ⊑ p ′

For τ = Ap
we define τ(Σ) ≜ Ap(Σ)

.

Typing judgments have the form Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc e : τ, where the context Γ maps variables to their

annotated types, the lock set Σ represents the open locks, the state environment θ gives types to

locations, and pc is a policy. A judgment Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc e : τ means that in environment Γ expression

e has type τ if at least the locks in Σ are open and locations store data of the types specified by θ.
The policy pc is a lower bound on the policies of observations produced by e.

Our type system enjoys subtyping, which we write τ1 <: τ2 meaning that τ1 is a subtype of τ2.
As usual, this relationship implies that all terms of type τ1 can be used as if they had type τ2 (the
restrictions on use posed by the policies in type τ2 are stricter than those posed by τ1). Selected
typing and subtyping rules for our type system can be found in Figure 3, with the full type system

found in the accompanying technical appendix. The remaining subtyping rules are entirely standard

and unchanged from FG [Rajani and Garg 2018]. We highlight changes from FG [Rajani and Garg

2018] due to the addition of locks and declassification by giving the changes a yellow background.

For instance, in addition to standard subtyping requirements, function types may require fewer

locks than their supertypes.

The rules λ and app deal with functions. In addition to annotating functions with a program-

counter label pc ′, we also annotate function types with a set of locks Σ ′
, representing the locks

which must be open for the function body to run. To ensure that the body can be safely run if the

locks in Σ ′
are open, the rule λ checks that the body type checks with Σ ′

.
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The rule app ensures that a function call is safe by checking that the local pc flows to pc ′, and
then checks that the open locks at the point of application are a superset of Σ ′

. Moreover, app

checks that the policy p on the function type flows to the output of the function and to pc ′, ensuring
that information about the function is not leaked via either the result or any effects in the function

body. This reasoning also applies to the rules deref and assign, which manipulate references,

ensuring that the label p flows to the type of data read from or stored in a reference, respectively.

The rules open and close simply check that the body of the respective construct is well typed

when the lock being opened or closed is added to or removed from the original lock set.

The rule case ensures that the p labeling the data being case-analyzed is allowed to flow to the

level of the result type. Additionally it prevents leaks via implicit information flows by checking

the two branches with a pc that is at least p.
The typing rules new and assign for memory allocation and assignment allow for declassi-

fication by specialization with the current lock set. Hence, the set of current locks is taken into

account when writing to memory. Note that this specialization is not done when checking for

implicit information flows (e.g., in the rule for case or function application). To see why, consider

typing the following expression in a lock set Σ which contains σ.

case x of
| inl (y) ⇒ close σ in l := inl()
| inr (z) ⇒ close σ in l := inr()

This expression leaks information about x to l. However, if we took the current lock set into

account, we might allow branching on x because σ is open and, hence, x is declassified. But in the

branches σ is closed, which could result in a leak that is not in compliance with the policy.

Consider again our example from Section 2. Recall that we had a list of papers acceptedPapers
containing papers which were protected by policy {{published} ⇒ pub} and a location out storing
data with policy {∅ ⇒ pub}. For simplicity, we give papers the type N. Our original (insecure)

implementation was the following:

publish ≜ λx.out := x

publishAll ≜ applyToList publish acceptedPapers

If we type publish as N{{published}⇒pub} {published}, {∅⇒pub}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ unit⊥, then it may only be invoked

where the lock published is open. Because this is not the case above, the type system rejects this

implementation. In order for the implementation of publishAll to be accepted by the type system

we can change it as follows:

if today > pubDate
then open published

in applyToList publish acceptedPapers
else ()

Alternatively, we can check published in publish, leaving the client publishAll as is. In this case,

publish would be defined as follows:

λx.

if today > pubDate
then open published

in out := x
else ()

: N{{published}⇒pub} ∅, {∅⇒pub}
−−−−−−−→ unit⊥

As we can see from the type, this function can be invoked without any open locks because it opens

the relevant lock itself. Note that the type system does not prevent the programmer from opening
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published without checking that the publication date has passed, but by forcing the programmer

to add code to open the lock, our type system prevents accidental declassification and forces the

programmer to think about allowed information flows.

4 A COMPOSITIONAL DEFINITION OF SECURITY
We now turn to the main contribution of this paper: a compositional definition of security for

λ-WHR. Intuitively, we want our security definition to say that programs provide noninterference

until a relevant declassification, i.e., an allowed declassification that gives new information to an

attacker. More precisely, if we have two low-equivalent runs — i.e., executions the attacker cannot

tell apart — then every reduction step in either execution that is not a relevant declassification

should preserve that low equivalence. However, once a relevant declassification has taken place

the runs can diverge arbitrarily as that revealed information percolates through the execution. For

example in the program (λx. if ! l then f () else g ()) (open σh in l := !h), which first declassifies

the value stored in h to l and then branches on that value, either f or g gets executed depending

on the declassified value.

In effect, the description above captures a step-by-step version of the requirements posed by

Flow-Lock security [Broberg and Sands 2009], from which we take inspiration. In order to build a

compositional definition of security that matches this intuition we use logical relations, a standard
tool in the semantics of programming languages. We are not the first to use logical relations to

define security compositionally. Indeed, our semantics is built on that of FG [Rajani and Garg 2018],

which defines noninterference (without declassification) compositionally using logical relations.

However, as far as we are aware ours is the first model of where declassification using logical

relations. In fact, we believe this to be the first model of an intensional information flow property

using logical relations.

Logical relations provide models for programming languages by associating each type with a

relation on terms. Like most logical relations for information-flow security, our primary logical

relation is binary, meaning that its constituting relations each relate pairs of terms. Intuitively,

two terms are related if they are indistinguishable to a particular attacker A until a relevant
declassification occurs. We also use a unary relation which tells us that programs do not perform

low-visible effects in a high context. In other words, the unary relation is the semantic analogue of

a confinement lemma. Since our unary relation is adapted nearly directly from FG—though changed

to a small-step relation—we postpone the description of it to Section 4.4, where we will only cover

the essentials.

Our binary relation—like most logical relations, including FG’s—gives two interpretations of

types: a value relation and an expression relation. The value relation is written ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AV , where A

is an attacker (and V stands for “value”). Intuitively, the value relation tells us when two values

are indistinguishable to an attacker. Importantly, if the values are functions, we check that calling

those functions results in indistinguishable programs. This check provides the compositionality we

set out to achieve.

The expression relation is written ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AE . Again, A is an attacker while E stands for “expression.”

Intuitively, the expression relation checks that two expressions evaluate to indistinguishable values

and that information is never leaked to an adversary during the evaluation. If evaluating the

expressions results in a relevant declassification, i.e., a pair of declassification steps that leads to

diverging behavior, we no longer make any requirements on the expression. Importantly, this

does not mean that our security definition does not detect information leaks beyond a fixed

declassification point in the program. Our security definition considers all pairs of executions.
Given any declassification point in a program, even if one pair of executions results in a relevant

declassification because the two executions declassify different data at that point, in other pairs of
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executions the two executions may declassify the same data at that point making the declassification

non-relevant in those pairs of executions, and the security definition’s requirements would continue

to be imposed past that point for those pairs.

Attackers. In order to reason about what an attacker can see, we need to define attackers. Usually

in information-flow–security definitions, an attacker is an information-flow label. However, λ-WHR

uses Flow-Locks policies, which may contain more than one actor, rather than information-flow

labels. In order to maintain the intuition of a single attacker, we follow Flow Locks [Broberg and

Sands 2009, 2010] in defining an attacker A as a policy

{
ΣA ⇒ a

}
. That is, an attacker A is a pair

(a,ΣA), of an actor a and a lock set ΣA
called the capability of A.

We can intuitively think of ΣA
as the set of locks that the attacker can open forcibly. Accordingly,

a policy p is visible to an attacker when p ⊑
{
ΣA ⇒ a

}
(abbreviated p ⊑ A). This occurs if a

may learn information protected by p under the assumption that the locks in ΣA
are open.

State indistinguishability. We want two expressions to be indistinguishable to an attacker A

if, when started in A-indistinguishable states, the two traces of observations produced by their

execution and the final reduced values are also A-indistinguishable. This requires us to determine

when two states are A-indistinguishable.

If λ-WHR had no way to allocate new memory cells, then we could simply say that two states are

indistinguishable if every state cell contained indistinguishable values. More precisely, if θ was a

state environment, and S1,S2 were two states of type θ, then S1 and S2 would beA-indistinguishable

if (S1(l),S2(l)) ∈ ⌈⌈θ(l)⌉⌉AV for every location l.
However, since λ-WHR has nondeterministic memory allocation, things get more complicated.

For example, suppose we wish to prove that e1 ≜ let x = new
(
1,N⊥) in ! x is related to itself. The

two copies of e1 may allocate different locations, say l1 and l2, at the subexpression new
(
1,N⊥)

.

Consequently, one reduction step later, we would want to relate ! l1 and ! l2 in the starting states

l1 7→ 1 and l2 7→ 1. These two states do not have the same locations, yet, somehow, we wish to say

that they are indistinguishable.

In order to handle this, we adopt a standard solution: we allow each run to have different state

environments, as long as there is a bijection between corresponding locations in the two runs. More

precisely, we index all of our relations with Kripke worlds [Ahmed et al. 2009] (usually denoted by

W, W’, etc.), which are triples of the form (θ1, θ2,β) where θ1 and θ2 are state environments and β
is a bijection between their domains. The bijection β tells us how to match up locations between

the runs. In our example above, when we get to relating ! l1 and ! l2, the bijection β would match l1
and l2, while θ1 and θ2 would assign l1 and l2, respectively, N

⊥
. Clearly, the expressions ! l1 and

! l2 will both evaluate to the same value in any two states that are indistinguishable up to this β,
which justifies their relatedness.

So far, this definition implicitly assumes that when the program on the left-hand side of the

relation allocates memory, so will the program on the right-hand side. After all, a bijection between

two sets witnesses that they have the same size. This assumption does not hold, however, since

secrets may determine whether a location is allocated. To see this, consider proving that e2 ≜
if !h then let x = new

(
3,N⊤) in ! x else 3 is related to itself, where h is a high-security reference.

Since h is high security, in one run it may store true while in the other run it stores false. Thus,

after two steps of computation, we need to relate let x = new
(
3,N⊤) in ! xwith 3. On the left-hand

side we allocate memory that we do not on the right. However, since this is a private memory cell,

intuitively the adversary cannot see that allocation.

In order to accommodate situations like the one above, where differing numbers of private

allocations occur in two runs, we relax the requirement that β be a bijection. Instead, we only
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require that it be a partial bijection; that is, an injective partial function. We consider those locations

matched by β to be “the same,” while those not related to any location by β correspond to situations

like that in e2. Moreover, our binary relation requires that attacker-visible locations allocated in

both branches be matched by β. Combining these facts, only private locations will fail to be related

to any other location.

Formally, theA-indistinguishability of states S1 and S2 at worldW is denoted (S1,S2, m )
A
▷ (W),

and is defined in Definition 4.1. The part in gray, called the step index [Appel and McAllester 2001],

can be ignored by most readers. We discuss it later.

Definition 4.1 (World-Indexed State Indistinguishability).

We say that states S1 and S2 are A-indistinguishable in worldW, written (S1,S2, m )
A
▷ W, exactly

when:

dom(W.θi) ⊆ dom(Si)
∧ ∀l ∈ dom(W.θi).W.θi(l) = type(Si, l)
∧ β ⊆ dom(W.θ1)× dom(W.θ2)

∧

 ∀(l1, l2) ∈ W.β.
W.θ1(l1) = W.θ2(l2) ∧
(S1(l1),S2(l2),W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈W.θ1(l1)⌉⌉AV


The most important part of this definition is its last line, which says that for all locations l1 and l2

matched by β, the values in those locations must be indistinguishable at their common type. Again,

we represent indistinguishability of values using the value interpretation ⌈⌈W.θ1(l1)⌉⌉AV , but the

astute reader will note that this interpretation seems to relate the quadruple (S1(l),S2(l),W, m )
rather than the pair (S1(l),S2(l)). This is because the definition of our value interpretation

⌈⌈W.θ1(l1)⌉⌉AV also includes worlds. These worlds are necessary because function values may

contain free locations, which could differ in the two runs. Roughly, (v1, v2,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AV means

that v1 and v2 are A-indistinguishable, up to renaming of locations under W.β. The full definition

of ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AV can be found in Section 4.2. Our notions of worlds and state indistinguishability presented

above correspond to the ones in FG [Rajani and Garg 2018].

4.1 The Expression Relation
We now begin to explain the formal definition of indistinguishability through our logical relation.

The complete definition of the expression relation can be found in Figure 4 (on the next page),

while the value relation can be found in Figure 6 (in Section 4.2).

In order to explain the expression relation, which looks quite complicated, we break the ex-

planation up into three parts. In the first part, we explain the parts of the relation relevant to

noninterference. This part of the relation acts similarly to the relation for FG. However, in order

to accommodate declassification, we have changed the presentation of the relation to use small-

step operational semantics, rather than big-step. Then, we describe the parts of our relation that

are relevant to declassification. Finally, we touch briefly on our use of step indexing [Appel and

McAllester 2001], which is a technique for ensuring that logical relations are well defined in the face

of higher-order state. In order to make the following sections easier to read, we have highlighted

the parts of the relation related to declassification in yellow and those related to step indexing

in gray. Thus, the first part of this subsection focuses on the unhighlighted parts of the expression

relation. Then, we focus on the parts in yellow. Finally, we touch briefly on the parts in gray.

Relating expressions without declassification. The expression relation ⌈⌈·⌉⌉AE is a union of two

relations: a relation ⌈⌈·⌉⌉AEβ
(from here on β-relation in the text) when at least one of the expressions
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⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AE ≜ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AEβ
∪
{
(v,v′

,W, Σc
1

, Σc
2

, m )

∣∣∣∣ (v,v′
,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AV

}
where:

⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AEβ
≜



(e1 ,e2 ,W, Σ , Σ′
, m )
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A
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Fig. 4. Binary Expression Relation

can take a step; and the value relation, when both of the expressions are values. Thus, the logical

relation enforces progress: stuck programs are never in the expression relation. We describe the

value relation in Section 4.2; the rest of this subsection will focus on the β relation.

In the β relation, we start by picking an arbitrary future world W ′ ⊒ W and two arbitrary states

S1 and S2 which are A-indistinguishable in W ′
. Intuitively, the choice of future world says that

the relation must continue to hold even as the state evolves. This is an important ingredient of

compositionality: functions that are considered equivalent when they are defined should continue

to be equivalent when they are used, even if more locations have been allocated. By ensuring that

our relation holds in an arbitrary future world, we make our relation monotonic: if e1 and e2 are
related at some world W, then e1 and e2 remain related in any future worldW ′ ⊒ W. In the rest

of this subsection we will see that ensuring such monotonicity properties is an important goal

throughout the definition of the β relation, and in the definition of the logical relation as a whole.

Definition 4.2 (Future World [Rajani and Garg 2018]). Formally, we sayW ′ is a future world of
W (writtenW ′ ⊒ W) whenever W.θi ⊆ W ′

.θi for i = 1, 2 and W.β ⊆ W ′
.β. Thus, all allocated

locations remain allocated with the same type, and locations which are matched across the two

runs continue to be matched.
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pol(ω) @ A pol(ω ′) @ A

ω ≊A
(W, m )

ω ′ high

(v, v ′,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AV (l, l ′) ∈ W.β

lτ(v) ≊
A

(W, m )
l ′τ(v

′)
extend-τ

Fig. 5. Observational Indistinguishability

Intuitively, our relation says that the attacker A cannot distinguish the executions of e1 and e2.
We thus require that those execution steps of e1 and e2 that the attacker can observe be matched

one-to-one. However, we allow e1 and e2 to take any number of invisible steps with no match on the

other side. In order to formalize this intuition, we split the β relation into three parts: CPar, CL, and

CR. The CPar relation corresponds to the requirement that observable steps be matched one-to-one.

The CL and CR relations correspond to e1 and e2, respectively, taking unmatched invisible steps.

The CPar subrelation requires that neither e1 nor e2 be values, since values cannot take any steps.
Then, any steps of e1 and e2 result in new expressions e ′

1
and e ′

2
and new states S ′

1
and S ′

2
. In order

for e1 and e2 to be indistinguishable, the adversary should not be able to distinguish S ′
1
and S ′

2
.

However, the step we just took may have allocated more locations, so we cannot require that S ′
1

and S ′
2
be indistinguishable in W ′

. Thus, we require that there exist some future world W ′′ ⊒ W ′

such that S ′
1
and S ′

2
are indistinguishable.

Next we require that the observationsω andω ′
generated by the steps above be indistinguishable

to the attacker A. Most security definitions just require that observations are equal. Because we

are in the higher-order setting and wish to get a compositional definition, we need to be a bit

more careful. We formally define observation indistinguishability in Figure 5. Intuitively, two

observations are indistinguishable if the attacker cannot see either of them, as the rule high

expresses, or if they look the same to the attacker. If the attacker can see them, both observations

are writes—i.e., we are trying to prove lτ(v) ≊
A

(W, m )
lτ(v

′). In this case extend-τ applies. To

ensure that both writes look the same to the attacker, the locations l and l ′ must be related by

W.β, since they must represent “the same” location between the two runs. Additionally, v and v ′

must be indistinguishable to A.

Returning to the definition of CPar in Figure 4, we finally require that the new programs e ′
1
and

e ′
2
are indistinguishable in this new world W ′′

. Thus, any further steps they take are again subject

to the requirements of the β relation, ensuring that security holds for more than one step.

We now look at the left-hand relation CL; the right-hand relation CR is the dual, so we avoid

explicitly describing it. Again, e1 should not be a value, since values are not allowed to take steps.

However, e2 may now be a value, since we do not consider any steps it may take. In order to be

in the left-hand relation, we require that e1 only be able to take steps which are not visible to
the attacker A. In other words, every step that e1 can take should yield an observation ω such

that pol(ω) @ A. (Note that ϵ is one such observation.) When e1 takes such a step, yielding a

new expression e ′
1
and a new state S ′

1
, intuitively the attacker should not be able to tell that e1

took a step. To formalize this, we require that S ′
1
is indistinguishable from S2 at some future world

W ′′ ⊒ W ′
. We also require that e ′

1
be indistinguishable from e2, again ensuring that security holds

for more than one step.

Note that our relation enforces a termination insensitive indistinguishability relation: we consider
a program et that terminates to be indistinguishable from another program e ′ that continues
executing after et’s termination but has been indistinguishable from et up until this point. We

choose a termination insensitive definition because our type system only enforces termination

insensitive security. Termination-sensitive type systems are notoriously restrictive and difficult to

work with. We could turn our logical relation into a termination-sensitive definition by enforcing in
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CPar that any step in the left execution is matched by a step in the right execution and by enforcing

that CL and CR can only be used a finite number of times before another clause is used.

Handling where declassification. We now revisit the definition of the expression relation,

considering the parts in yellow which correspond to reasoning about declassification. Most of

the changes involve carrying around two sets of open locks Σ1 and Σ2, one for each expression.

Notably, the value relation does not require us to reason about open locks, since the only way

values can contain declassifications is inside functions, which carry their open-lock sets with them.

Thus, values are related at all pairs of lock sets if they are related at all. With this insight, we can

again focus our attention on the β relation.

We begin by picking supersets Σ1 and Σ2 of our open lock sets Σ and Σ ′
. This corresponds to

the intuition that a term that is deemed secure starting from a certain set of open locks should

also be deemed secure starting from a larger set of open locks (since having more open locks can

only make more, not fewer, declassifications policy compliant). Again, this leads to a monotonicity
property: if two terms are related with lock sets Σ and Σ ′

, then they are related with any supersets

of those lock sets.

Once we consider lock sets, we must index every step of evaluation with the current open locks

and with the active lock set of the reduction. In CL and CR, these play no further role in the logical

relation; since lock sets are static, the original lock sets are reused in recursive calls. However, in

CPar there is an additional clause which needs explanation.

The key difference between noninterference and declassification is that two executions of

noninterfering programs are always indistinguishable, while executions of programs with

declassification may stop being indistinguishable at some point. To see this, consider two

executions of a program that differ only in secret inputs. Once a secret is declassified, the two

executions now differ in both public and secret data. Thus, they may no longer behave the same

and may return distinguishable outputs. As long as the declassification that caused the executions

to get out of sync was allowed according to policy, this is not a security breach.

We call a declassification that can cause the two executions to legally get out of sync a relevant
declassification. Because declassification happens during the execution of the program, rather than

as part of a value, the formalization of relevant declassification appears as part of the expression

relation. Once a relevant declassification appears, we need to stop requiring that the programs act

in lockstep. It is precisely to formalize this that we have based our logical relation on small-step

reduction, considering each step in isolation in order to establish a lockstep bisimulation. When

formalizing an extensional property like noninterference, this is unnecessary; thus, the structure of

our expression relation is significantly different from FG’s logical relation.

We formalize relevant declassifications as part of theCPar clause in the expression relation. There

are four major requirements in order for a step to be a relevant declassification, corresponding to

the four lines of the large yellow conjunction in the definition of CPar.

First, the two steps must write to memory, providing something that the adversary could possibly

see. We enforce this by requiring that the observations must be write observations.

Second, those writes must be to a location that the attacker can see; we formalize this by

requiring that the policy of the observation flow to the attacker. Not only does this make intuitive

sense (if the attacker cannot see a location, writing data to that location does not release any

information to the attacker), but it is also vital for enforcing security. To see this, consider the

program (open σh in m := h); l := h where l is not protected by locks, while m and h are

protected by locks σm and σh, respectively. This program first declassifies h to m, and then leaks
h to l. Since any attacker which can see neither m nor h sees new information when h is assigned

to l, our logical relation correctly rules out this program. If we considered the declassification ofm
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to h to be relevant, however, we would stop requiring that the programs be indistinguishable after

m := h and thus incorrectly deem this program secure.

Third, the attacker must be able to distinguish the observations in the two executions. Because our

notion of indistinguishability is being related in the logical relation, we formalize distinguishability

by requiring that the two values being written are not related by the logical relation.

It may be surprising that we do not consider observations that write the same value to different

locations (i.e., locations that are not related by the partial bijection β) distinguishable. This has the
consequence that our definition deems certain programs insecure that we would consider secure if

we did take the locations into account. For example if the location h is protected by a lock σh and

l, l ′ are publicly visible, then the program if !h then (open σh in l := 5) else (open σh in l ′ := 5)
is deemed insecure by our definition since the writes of 5 to l and l ′ are not deemed relevant

declassification but the program still leaks the value of h.
The obvious question is why our definition of relevant declassification chooses to ignore the

relatedness of locations that were written. The reason is there is no world whose β we can use to

check the relatedness of the locations correctly across all programs in this situation. If we were to

use the world prior to the parallel steps (i.e., W ′
), a pair of locations that is newly allocated during

the step would not be related under this world’s β when they should be. On the other hand, we

cannot yet extend to a future world, since there will always be a future world in which the newly

allocated locations are not related, so any pair of steps allocating new locations would constitute

relevant declassification.

We could solve this problem by only taking into account locations already matched by β and

ignoring all other locations when checking relatedness, but we choose not to do so here to avoid

complicating our definition further. Note that our current choice is “safe” in the sense that it only

deems fewer, not more, programs secure. It also does not cause any trouble in proving our type

system sound since this situation can only occur if the program has previously branched on a secret

value and the type system, like most other information flow type systems, rules out public writes

in branches influenced by non-public values (as in the example above). In particular, the example

would not type in our – and most existing – type systems.

Fourth, the currently open locks must allow declassification, otherwise a difference in observed

behavior would just be a leak. We ensure that declassification is allowed by checking that the open

locks at the point of the declassification are not all contained in the attacker’s capability. Indeed,

if the open locks were contained in the attacker’s capability, then the attacker should not learn

anything new from the declassification so the declassification would not be relevant. On first glance

just requiring that some lock is open that is not part of the attacker’s capability might seem too

weak. Intuitively one might expect that we require that the correct locks needed to declassify the

value in question, namely all locks in the difference of the lock set that must be open for the attacker

to see the value that the step writes and the lock set that must be open for the attacker to see the

location that is written, are actually open. Without this condition, the declassification is illegal

and should not be considered relevant. The reason it is sound to omit this condition here is that

our program security definition (Definition 4.3) requires security against all attackers. If a lock σ
required for the flow to be legal is not actually open, we can choose a different attacker Aσ whose

capability excludes σ but includes all locks needed to view the location (i.e., the observation of the

step). For this attacker, the step will not be relevant declassification and our security definition will

deem the program insecure.

It might also be surprising that our relevant declassification condition occurs only in the CPar

clause. Indeed, one might expect that a program that only declassifies data in one execution also

exhibits relevant declassification. However, considering such a situation relevant declassification

would incorrectly classify insecure programs as secure. To see this, recall that we start executions
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⌈⌈Ap⌉⌉A
V

≜
{
(v,v′

,W, m )
∣∣∣p ⊑ A∧ (v,v′

,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈A⌉⌉A
V

}
∪
{
(v,v′

,W, m )
∣∣∣p @ A∧ (v,W.θ1 , m ) ∈ ⌈A⌉V ∧ (v′

,W.θ2 , m ) ∈ ⌈A⌉V
}

⌈⌈unit⌉⌉A
V

≜
{
((), (),W, m )

}
⌈⌈N⌉⌉A

V
≜
{
(n,n,W, m )

∣∣∣n ∈ N
}

⌈⌈τ1 × τ2⌉⌉AV ≜
{
((v1 , v2), (v

′
1
, v′

2
),W, m )

∣∣∣ (v1 ,v′
1
,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ1⌉⌉AV ∧ (v2 ,v

′
2
,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ2⌉⌉AV

}
⌈⌈τ1 + τ2⌉⌉AV ≜

{
(inl (v) , inl

(
v′)

,W, m )
∣∣∣ (v,v′

,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ1⌉⌉AV
}

∪
{
(inr (v) , inr

(
v′)

,W, m )
∣∣∣ (v,v′

,W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ2⌉⌉AV
}

⌈⌈ref τ⌉⌉A
V

≜
{
(l, l′ ,W, m )

∣∣∣W.θ1(l) = τ = W.θ2(l
′)∧ (l, l′) ∈ W.β

}

⌈⌈τ1
Σ ,pc

−−−−−→ τ2⌉⌉AV ≜


(λx.e1 ,λx.e2 ,W, m )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(∀W ′
.W ′ ⊒ W → ∀m′

.m′ < m →

∀v1 ,v2 .(v1 ,v2 ,W ′
, m′ ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ1⌉⌉AV → ∀Σ1 ,Σ2 .Σ1 ⊇ Σ ⊆ Σ2 →

(e1[x 7→ v1],e2[x 7→ v2],W
′
, Σ1 ,Σ2 , m′ ) ∈ ⌈⌈τ2⌉⌉AE )∧

(λx.e1 ,W.θ1 , m ) ∈ ⌈τ1
Σ ,pc

−−−−−→ τ2⌉V∧

(λx.e2 ,W.θ2 , m ) ∈ ⌈τ1
Σ ,pc

−−−−−→ τ2⌉V


⌈⌈Γ⌉⌉A

V
≜
{
(γ,W, m )

∣∣∣ dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(γ)∧ ∀x ∈ dom(Γ).(γ1(x),γ2(x),W, m ) ∈ ⌈⌈Γ(x)⌉⌉A
V

}

Fig. 6. Binary Value Relation

in indistinguishable states. Thus, if a declassification happens in one execution but not the other,

that difference must come from branching on some secret value h. Therefore, if there was a

declassification in one execution, the absence of a similar declassification in the other execution

would leak information about h.
Note that we use the formalization of relevant declassification in CPar as part of a disjunction

2
.

In other words, every parallel step must show either that the step is a relevant declassification or

that the bisimulation continues in lockstep. This matches the key intuition for declassification that

we gave earlier: declassification allows us to stop requiring that two executions be bisimilar, while

noninterference requires bisimilarity for the entirety of the traces.

Step indexing.We now turn to the last part of our logical relation, the part of the relation in gray.

Since our logical relation is defined recursively, in order for the relation to be well defined the

recursion must be well founded. Like FG [Rajani and Garg 2018], we use a standard trick to ensure

wellfoundedness, step indexing [see e.g., Ahmed 2004; Ahmed et al. 2009; Appel and McAllester

2001]. Essentially, step indexing forces us to define a well founded recursion over the natural

numbers. By only making recursive calls at strictly smaller indices, we can be sure that we do not

encounter any circularity. This is similar to the trick commonly used when defining a terminating

function: by supplying an extra (natural number) fuel parameter to the function, we can ensure

that the function terminates.

Compositionality again demands that we make the relation monotonic along decreasing m. We

do this in the β relation by choosing an m ′ < m when we want to show that e1 and e2 are related
at the step indexm. Note that, unlike when we chose a future world or extended lock state, we use

strict inequality here. This guarantees that we only recursively check the relation for smaller step

indices, ensuring wellfoundedness.
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4.2 The Value Relation
We now consider the value relation, which can be found in Figure 6. Here is where our relationship

to the logical relation of FG [Rajani and Garg 2018] stands out the most. Unlike the expression

relation, which needed significant changes to accommodate declassification, the value relation

needs mostly cosmetic changes to account for declassification. As before, we highlight these changes

in yellow. We also highlight, step indexes in gray again. As before, a reader not familiar with step

indexing may ignore them without missing any important insights.

We start with a description of the first clause in Figure 6. This clause defines the value relation for

annotated types τ, which always have the form Ap
. First, we ensure that the policy p is respected,

and then we use the type A to ensure indistinguishability. To ensure that p is respected, we check

whether p ⊑ A. If not, then A cannot see data labeled with p, so we simply check that the two

expressions are independently in the unary relation (defined in Section 4.4), which ensures that any

functions nested inside the value do not contain implicit leaks. This acts as a confinement lemma.

If p ⊑ A then A can see data labeled with p, so we check that the values are indistinguishable at

the type A.

For the base types unit and N, indistinguishability is equality on values of the type. For product

types τ1 × τ2, we check that both values are pairs. Then, we compare the left and right projections

of the values at their respective types. For sum types τ1 + τ2, we need to check that either both

values are inl or both values are inr before checking at the respective summand type.

Two values of a reference type ref τ are related if they are locations related by W.β and their

types match those in W.

Finally, two functions of type τ1
Σ,pc
−−−→ τ2 are indistinguishable if, when applied to two indis-

tinguishable arguments, they produce indistinguishable results; this definition is the secret sauce

for a compositional definition of security. We thus pick two related—and hence indistinguishable—

values of type τ1, called v1 and v2. We then check that the bodies e1 and e2 of the functions, after
substituting v1 and v2 for x, are related in the expression relation at τ2. This check requires that

we know the open locks of both expressions. While we do not know what the open locks will

be when these functions are called, we know that they will be at least Σ, the lock set given on

the function type. We similarly choose a future world and smaller step index, ensuring that our

relation is monotonic. Finally, in order to prevent functions that have side effects below pc from
being related, we explicitly check that both functions are in the unary relation.

4.3 Definition of Security
Now that we have defined when an attacker A cannot distinguish two programs up to relevant

declassification, we use that definition to define when a program is secure. Intuitively, a program

is secure when no attacker can distinguish it from itself when given different secret inputs but

the same public inputs, where secret and public respectively refer to values the chosen attacker

cannot see and can see. Since λ-WHR is a stateful functional language, secret inputs can be both

the contents of secret locations of the initial state and substitutions of free variables with secret

types. While we have discussed how we ensure that we consider programs with different secret

parts of the state, we still need to substitute free variables.

To do so, we first define binary substitutions: a binary substitution γ ≜ (γ1,γ2) is a pair of

substitutions γ1 and γ2. Given a context Γ , we say that a binary substitution γ is suitable for Γ
using the logical relation ⌈⌈Γ⌉⌉AV defined in Figure 6. Intuitively, a pair of substitutions (γ1,γ2) is
suitable for Γ if they substitute every variable x : τ ∈ Γ with a pair of values (γ1(x),γ2(x)) which

2
The technical appendix actually uses an equivalent implication instead of a disjunction, as it is more convenient for formal

reasoning. We chose to explain the equivalent formulation with a disjunction here for readability’s sake.
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are related at τ. Since the value relation allows arbitrarily different values for secret types, this

correctly allows differing secrets in different runs.

Given a program e and a suitable binary substitution γ, the substituted programs γ1(e) and γ2(e)
represent e in two different runs with different secret inputs. In order to deem e secure, we ensure

both that these two programs are always indistinguishable from themselves and that γ1(e) and
γ2(e) are in the unary logical relation. This guarantees that the type and pc are respected.

Definition 4.3 (Security). Let e be a program with free variables in Γ and locations in θ. Then we

say that e is secure at type τ with program counter pc under open locks Σ if, for every attacker A,

step index m, world W ⊒ (θ, θ, id
dom(θ)), and binary substitution γ such that (γ,W,m) ∈ ⌈⌈Γ⌉⌉AV ,

(γ1(e),γ2(e),W,Σ,Σ,m) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AE ∧

(γ1(e),W.θ1,m) ∈ ⌈τ⌉pcE ∧ (γ2(e),W.θ2,m) ∈ ⌈τ⌉pcE
To see why this corresponds to our intuitive notion of security, imagine that program e contains

an illegal declassification. In particular, imagine that some lock σ is required for the declassification,

which happens without σ open. Then ewill not be related to itself for the attacker (a, {σ ′ | σ ′ ≠ σ}).
Also note that this definition finds information leaks that happen after a legitimate declassification.

To see why, consider the following program:

(open σ in l := !h); l ′ := !h ′

Assume that h and h ′
are protected by the lock σ whereas l and l ′ are public. One might be

concerned that the legitimate declassification of h to l might mask the leak of h ′
to l ′ later in the

program because we stop checking indistinguishability after relevant declassification. However,

our security property considers all pairs of states that are compatible with the initial world. This

includes, in particular, pairs of states S and S ′
in which the values of h are the same but the values

of h ′
are different. Assuming that h and h ′

point to integers, one might for example have S(h) = 1,

S(h ′) = 2 and S ′(h) = 1, S ′(h ′) = 0. For these S and S ′
, the write of h to l would not constitute

relevant declassification because the attacker cannot distinguish the two writes. Hence, we will

continue to enforce indistinguishability and find the leak of h ′
via l ′. 3

λ-WHR types enforce security. Now that we have formally defined when a program is secure,

we would like to prove that our type system enforces program security. This corresponds exactly to

a standard theorem for logical relations, the fundamental theorem. The fundamental theorem says

that well typed programs are self-related. Since we defined security as self-relation, in our case the

fundamental theorem tells us that all well typed programs are secure. (The fundamental theorem

for the unary logical relation, which implies only that the type system enforces the meaning of pc
correctly, can be found in Section 4.4.)

Theorem 4.1 (Binary Fundamental Theorem).

If Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc e : τ, (γ,W,m) ∈ ⌈⌈Γ⌉⌉AV , W.θ1 ⊒ θ, W.θ2 ⊒ θ, and for every location l ∈ dom(θ),

we have (l, l) ∈ W.β, then ∀A,m.(γ1(e),γ2(e),W,Σ,Σ,m) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AE .

We prove this theorem by induction on the given typing derivation of e. As a consequence of this
proof, we can use the logical relation for semantic typing, which allows a programmer to compose a

program which they have proven secure directly using the logical relation with a program proven

secure using the type system, and obtain a guaranteed-secure composed program.

3
This explanation contains a slight simplification. Technically we reset the state after each step. This means we would even

disallow a leak of h, even if h was correctly declassified before. Consequently, our definition is not flow sensitive. We will

briefly discuss this aspect in the conclusion.
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⌈τ⌉pcE ≜ ⌈τ⌉pcEβ
∪ ⌈τ⌉V

⌈τ⌉pcEβ
≜


(e,θ, m )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

e ∉ V∧ ∀S,θ′
, m′

,e′
,S′

,ω, Σ,Σ′
. θ′ ⊒ θ∧ m′ < m ∧ (S, m′ ) ▷ (θ′) →

Σ ⊢ e, S
ω; Σ′
=====⇒ e′

, S′ → (ω = ϵ∨ pc ⊑ pol(ω))∧

(∃θ′′
. θ′′ ⊒ θ′ ∧ (S′

, m′ ) ▷ (θ′′)∧ (e′
,θ′′

, m′ ) ∈ ⌈τ⌉pcE )


⌈unit⌉V ≜

{
(e(),θ, m )

}
⌈N⌉V ≜

{
(n,θ, m )

∣∣∣n ∈ N
}

⌈τ1 × τ2⌉V ≜
{
((v1 , v2),θ, m )

∣∣∣ (v1 ,θ, m ) ∈ ⌈τ1⌉V ∧ (v2 ,θ, m ) ∈ ⌈τ2⌉V
}

⌈τ1 + τ2⌉V ≜
{
(inl (v) ,θ, m )

∣∣∣ (v,θ, m ) ∈ ⌈τ1⌉V
}
∪
{
(inr (v) ,θ, m )

∣∣∣ (v,θ, m ) ∈ ⌈τ2⌉V
}

⌈τ1
Σ ,pc

−−−−−→ τ2⌉V ≜

(λx.e,θ, m )

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∀θ′
,v, m′

.θ′ ⊒ θ∧ m′ < m ∧

(v,θ′
, m′ ) ∈ ⌈τ1⌉V → (e[x 7→ v],θ′

, m′ ) ∈ ⌈τ2⌉
pc
E


⌈ref τ⌉V ≜

{
(l,θ, m )

∣∣∣θ(l) = τ
}

⌈Ap⌉V ≜ ⌈A⌉V

⌈Γ⌉V ≜
{
(δ,θ, m )

∣∣∣ dom(Γ) ⊆ dom(δ)∧ ∀x ∈ dom(Γ).(δ(x),θ, m ) ∈ ⌈Γ(x)⌉V
}

Fig. 7. Unary Relation

4.4 The Unary Relation
Our unary relation largely follows the work of Rajani and Garg [2018]. Here, we discuss the relation

briefly. For readers familiar with FG, the differences from FG’s unary logical relation are that: (1)

our relation is based on our small-step semantics while FG’s relation uses a big-step semantics,

and (2) our relation adds locks sets at relevant places to match the revised syntax of types and

the operational semantics, but this addition is only cosmetic since these sets are irrelevant for the

unary relation. Other than this, the unary relations are essentially the same.

The definition of the unary relation can be found in Figure 7. Again, everything related to

step-indexes is highlighted in gray. The additions for lock sets are marked in yellow .

Much like the binary relation, the unary relation consists of an expression relation and a value

relation. Both relations are step- and world-indexed but the worlds are much simpler since we

consider only one run at a time. The simplified worlds are just state environments—θ in our notation.

A state environment θ ′
is a future world of θ, written θ ′ ⊒ θ, if θ ⊆ θ ′

.

Definition 4.4 (State Well-Formedness [Rajani and Garg 2018]). We say that the state S is well-

formed in the state environment θ at step indexm, written (S,m) ▷ (θ), if:

dom(θ) ⊆ dom(S)
∧ (∀l ∈ dom(θ).(S(l), θ,m) ∈ ⌈θ(l)⌉V)
∧ ∀l ∈ dom(θ).θ(l) = type(S, l)

The expression relation is again a union of a β relation and the value relation. The β relation, and

thus the expression relation as a whole, is indexed by a program-counter label pc. The β relation

acts primarily as a confinement lemma, ensuring that any observation made during the execution

of an expression has a policy above pc, i.e., pc ⊑ pol(ω). A program e is in the relation if for any

starting state S, e can take a step to some e ′ and a new state S ′
, where the new state is correct for

some future world θ ′
and the observation produced by the step, if non-trivial, has a policy above pc.

The value relation ignores the policy annotation on the type and ensures that values have the

“right” shapes for their respective types. Thus, values of type unit and N are simply () and natural
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numbers, respectively, sums and products recursively check constituting values against constituting

types, and values of a reference type ref τ are locations that have type τ in the current world. A

function is in the relation of its type if it yields an expression of the result type when applied to

any value of the input type. Again, this makes the unary type relation compositional.

We prove the fundamental theorem for the unary logical relation as well.

Theorem 4.2 (Unary Fundamental Theorem).

If Γ ;Σ; θ ⊢pc ē : τ and θ ′ ⊒ θ and (δ, θ ′
,m) ∈ ⌈Γ⌉V, then (δ(ē), θ ′

,m) ∈ ⌈τ⌉pcE .

5 COMPARISON TO FLOW-LOCK SECURITY
We use the declassification mechanism of Flow Locks [Broberg and Sands 2009] and our security

definition is inspired by Flow-Lock security. It is therefore reasonable to ask if the two definitions are

also semantically related and, if so, whether this relationship can be made mathematically precise.

Upfront, the two definitions are not equivalent. Our definition is motivated by the desire for a

compositional security property, which means that we consider some functions to be insecure.

Since Flow Locks considers all functions secure, our security definition is more restrictive. However,

our security definition implies Flow-Lock security.

In order to compare our guarantees to those of Flow Locks, we have to translate the security

definitions of Flow Locks to λ-WHR. Because our language is more complex than that of Flow Locks,

this translation reasonably extends the definitions of Flow Locks to cover our language constructs.

We then use our logical relation to show that secure λ-WHR programs are also Flow-Lock secure.

However, even the extended Flow-Lock security definition does not apply to programs with higher-

order state, so we must restrict the formal theorem relating the two definitions (Theorem 5.1) to

λ-WHR programs without higher-order state.

Flow Locks defines security using attacker knowledge. Here is how Flow-Lock security works

intuitively. Consider two executions that start in attacker-indistinguishable states and have attacker-

indistinguishable observations up to some point in the execution. Then, at the next step, either

there is a relevant declassification or the attacker learns nothing new about the initial state, i.e., the
observations remain attacker-indistinguishable. The rest of this section formalizes this intuitive

understanding of Flow-Lock security and explains the relation between that and our security as

defined in Section 4.

We already have a way to determine when two states are indistinguishable to an attacker A up

to relevant declassification, given via the logical relation in Definition 4.1. However, in order to

match the development of Flow Locks, we need to be more precise. We consider states S1 and S2
with the same set of low locations (i.e., locations which A can see). More precisely, we assume that

we have some state environment θ which agrees with S1 and S2 on the types of those low locations,

so dom(θ) is the set of low locations in S1 and S2. Then, we say that S1 and S2 are low equivalent,

written S ≈A S ′
, if for every step index m, (S1,S2,m)

A
▷ (θ, θ, id

dom(θ)). Note that this definition
imposes no requirements on the high locations.

We refer to lists of observations which result from consecutive steps as traces. For example,

if e steps to e ′ generating observationω and e ′ steps to e ′′ generating observationω ′
, then the

resulting trace isω,ω ′
. We further write Σ ⊢ e, S

Ω;Σ′
===⇒∗

A
e ′, S ′

when e reduces to e ′ in state S

and lock state Σ over several steps, resulting in new state S ′
with active lock set Σ ′

in the final step,

allowing attacker A to make observationsΩ. Note that such traces only contain attacker visible

observations, so in particularly they do not explicitly contain ϵ-observations. We lift observation

indistinguishability (Figure 5) to trace indistinguishability pointwise.
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Finally, we can define the knowledge of an attacker [Askarov and Sabelfeld 2007a]. Intuitively, if

an attacker observes the execution of some expression e, then the knowledge of the attacker is the

set of possible states that the execution could have started in. Assume that the starting state is low

equivalent to some state L which contains only low locations. Further assume that a state environ-

ment θL agrees with L on the types of every location. We can then define attacker A’s knowledge

as follows:

kA(e; Ω; L; Σ) ≜

S

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
S ≈A L

∧ Σ ⊢ e, S
Ω′

;Σ′
====⇒∗

A
e ′, S ′

∧ ∃W ⊇ (θL, θL, iddom(L))

such that ∀m.Ω ≊A
(W,m)

Ω ′


Note that we use the logical relations based indistinguishability on observations here. This defini-

tion coincides with the definition of indistinguishability used in Flow locks [Broberg and Sands 2009]

for those observations present in [Broberg and Sands 2009]. Additionally, our definition extends to

other types in our language in a way that is consistent with our treatment of indistinguishability.

The knowledge definition above is intuitive, but it behaves strangely if there is higher-order state,

which allows storing nonterminating functions in memory. To see this, consider the program l := ! l
where l is a low location. Since this assigns a low value to a low location, it should intuitively be safe.

Moreover, our logical relation correctly deems this program secure. However, knowledge-based

security with the knowledge definition above would consider this program insecure.

This discrepancy comes from an assumption implicit in the definition of knowledge-based secu-

rity: that the indistinguishability relation used on observations is an equivalence relation. However,

because our logical relation represents termination-insensitive indistinguishability, diverging func-

tions are related to many functions that are not necessarily related to each other. For example, every

silently diverging function is indistinguishable from every other function. So the knowledge (set)

of l := ! l contains λx. 5 when starting in a state that maps l to a silently nonterminating function f,
but not when starting in a state that maps l to λx. 6, even though f and λx. 6 are indistinguishable.

If we had defined a termination-sensitive logical relation and additionally proved it an equivalence

relation
4
, we would not have run into this limitation of knowledge-based definitions. However, we

choose to stay with a termination-insensitive logical relation because: (a) It is standard in literature.

In particular, the two security definitions of Flow Locks in [Broberg and Sands 2009] are termination-

insensitive, and (b) Any type system that is sound with respect to a termination-sensitive logical

relation must also establish program termination, which is difficult in practice.

Hence, to get a meaningful comparison between Flow-Lock security and our security definition,

we only consider programs with lower-order state, i.e., programs that do not store functions in

memory. This eliminates the problem outlined above. This setting is still more general than that

of Flow-Lock security, which does not consider any higher order programs, excluding even those

higher-order programs that never store functions in memory. With this restriction in place, we

can prove that our lifting of Flow-Lock security Broberg and Sands [2009, 2010] is implied by our

notion of security (for λ-WHR).

Theorem 5.1 (Our security implies Flow-Lock security [sketch only; see the technical appendix for

details]). Let e be a program that does not use higher-order state, θ an arbitrary state environment,

L a low state, and θL the extension of θ so that it agrees with L on the types of all locations in L.

Imagine that (e, e, (θL, θL, id
dom(θL)),Σ,Σ,m) ∈ ⌈⌈τ⌉⌉AE at all step indexesm and that an attackerA

executes e in two starting states thatA cannot distinguish fromL. This results in twoA-visible traces,

Ω,ω andΩ ′
,ω ′

. LetΣ ′
andΣ ′′

be the active lock sets in the steps producingω andω ′
, respectively.

4
Proving a step-indexed logical relation is an equivalence relation is generally very difficult even if the relation is termination

sensitive. Methods to do this in the general case are not known yet.
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If the two initial traces are indistinguishable toA—i.e., if ∀m.Ω ≈A
((θ,θ,id

dom(θ)),m) Ω ′
—and either

Σ ′ ⊑ A or Σ ′′ ⊑ A, then kA(e; Ω,ω; L; Σ) = kA(e; Ω ′
,ω ′

; L; Σ).

6 RELATEDWORK

Flow Locks and Paralocks. Flow Locks and Paralocks form the basis of the declassification

mechanism we present here. They also inspired our security definition. The first work on Flow

Locks [Broberg and Sands 2006] introduces an unscoped version of the open and close constructs.
There are two very different security definitions for Flow Locks: a bisimulation-based defini-

tion [Broberg and Sands 2006] and a knowledge-based definition [Broberg and Sands 2009] (which

we build on). Our security definition generalizes Flow Locks’ security definition to make it compo-

sitional, and to lift it to the higher-order setting with some technical changes, e.g., our open and
close constructs are scoped.

Paralocks [Broberg and Sands 2010] is an extension of Flow Locks which both generalizes Flow-

Locks policies in several ways and adds a when construct that allows programs to test whether

a lock is open. Defining security for a language with when requires making locks observable. In

order to focus on the key features of higher-order where declassification, we did not consider

Paralocks’ additions. However, the language of the accompanying technical appendix covers the

when construct.

Higher-Order where declassification. We are only aware of two other works on where declassi-

fication for higher-order languages: the original Flow-Locks paper [Broberg and Sands 2006] and

Matos and Boudol’s work on the non-disclosure policy [Matos and Boudol 2005]. Both papers give

a bisimulation-based definition in the store-based setting which only guarantees the lack of infor-

mation leaks during the computation of an expression to a value, without giving any guarantees

about later uses of the resulting value. This makes the security definitions noncompositional.

Broberg and Sands [2006] do not give security guarantees to their surface language. Instead,

they translate all programs to a restricted language where all programs are in A-normal form, and

then give security guarantees for that language. They state that their original language “[is] not

well suited when defining the semantic security property,” suggesting that their security property

does not generalize.

Matos and Boudol [2005] use scoped flow constructs, similar to λ-WHR’s open and close. This
seems to be one of the key reasons that non-disclosure is usually defined as a where property,

while Flow-Lock and Paralock security are usually defined as when properties. However, they treat

functions imprecisely in at least two ways. First, they require that the output of a function be at least

as sensitive as all of its inputs, even those on which the output does not depend, creating label creep.

Second, they define function indistinguishability syntactically, which leads to noncompositionality

in their definition.

Logical relations and information flow. We build directly on the language, associated type

system, and logical relation for FG [Rajani and Garg 2018]. FG does not allow any declassification.

Our work can be viewed as an extension of FG with where declassification, with policies specified

in the style of Flow Locks.

Gregersen et al. [2021] use logical relations to provide a noninterference guarantee to a lan-

guage with higher-order state and polymorphism. Frumin et al. go in a different direction with

SeLoC [Frumin et al. 2021] by including concurrency. Both papers use Iris [Jung et al. 2018, 2015], a

Coq [The Coq Development Team 2022] framework for reasoning about software using separation

logic, for their proofs and definitions.
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While we believe that we are the first to use logical relations to reason aboutwhere declassification,
logical relations have been used to reason about what declassification. Cruz et al. [2017] propose
type-based relaxed noninterference, an object-oriented version of relaxed noninterference [Li

and Zdancewic 2005]. They use a logical relation to make type-based relaxed noninterference

compositional, thus allowing relaxed noninterference to be lifted to object-oriented programming,

which is inherently higher-order. Likewise, Ngo et al. [2020] use a logical relation to adapt relaxed

noninterference to the simply typed lambda calculus.

Relevant declassification. While we are the first to use relevant declassification as the basis

of a model of types—and the first to name it—the insight that in the presence of (intensional)

declassification we cannot always require indistinguishability is not new. Our concrete definition

of relevant declassification is inspired by the definitions of Flow-Lock and Paralock security.

Specifically, the proofs in the appendixes and full developments of the respective papers [Broberg

and Sands 2009, 2010] contain ideas that influenced various aspects of relevant declassification.

The closest analogues to our relevant declassification condition can be found in bisimulation-

based definitions for declassification, which only require that the second execution match the

first if some precondition is satisfied. Often, this precondition requires that the memories the two

programs are executed in are indistinguishable given the currently active declassification policies

(in our case, the open locks). This is, for example, the case in the nondisclosure policy [Matos and

Boudol 2005] and the original Flow-Locks security definition [Broberg and Sands 2006]. Note that,

unlike our definition, this condition does not require any difference in the observed behavior.

Our formalization of relevant declassification is also similar to conditions in the definition of

strong D-bisimulations by Mantel and Sands [2004]. Mantel and Sands instrumented their opera-

tional semantics to distinguish steps in which declassification is allowed from other execution steps.

They then define a bisimulation which, similar to our logical relation, requires that declassifications

happen in lockstep. Then, if a declassification step satisfies a condition very similar to our relevance

condition, they do not require the resulting memories to be related. Concretely, their condition

checks that (a) the downgrade is allowed by the declassification policy, (b) that the downgrade

is visible at the currently considered security level (i.e, to the attacker), and (c) that the starting

memories differ when viewed from the security level the declassification starts at. Notably, in case

of relevant declassification they still require the resulting programs to be indistinguishable from

each other. We cannot do this without breaking compositionality.

Unlike our security condition, strong D-bisimulations are a store-based approach to security

that cannot handle dynamic allocation of memory locations. They were applied to a first-order

imperative language only.

The security definitions for escape-hatch style what-declassification mechanisms à la delimited

release [Sabelfeld and Myers 2003] contain a clause that might look superficially similar to our

relevant declassification mechanism. The clause ensures that indistinguishability is only enforced

if the declassified expressions are indistinguishable in the two executions under consideration.

This condition is, however, fundamentally different from our notion of relevant declassification in

that it can be checked once and for all right at the beginning of the program. This works because

what declassification is an extensional property. We have to make the relevance check at all writes

during the program’s executions because, in our setting, the interpretation of the policy and, hence,

relevance, depends on the part of the program that is executing.

Small-step logical relations. In order to be able to give security guarantees for partial traces

and diverging programs, we chose to give security guarantees for individual steps of computation,

requiring that the resulting programs be related in the expression relation again. While this small-
step approach was inspired by bisimulations, it is also standard in logical-relations models. Notably,
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most logical relations built in Iris [Jung et al. 2018, 2015] are defined using a weakest-precondition

predicate defined over small-step reductions. Most closely related to our definition are the logical

relations of Simuliris [Gäher et al. 2022]—which sets up a one-directional simulation between

executions—and the previously mentioned SeLoC [Frumin et al. 2021]—which sets up a strong

lockstep bisimulation for noninterference, similar to our CPAR clause (but without declassification).

Knowledge-based security definitions. Askarov and Sabelfeld [2007a] first proposed knowledge-

based security guarantees for gradual release, which allows declassification via specific commands.

First, they give a knowledge-based definition of noninterference: attacker knowledge does not

increase during program execution. They then contrast it with a guarantee for gradual release

itself: attacker knowledge may increase only at specific declassification commands.

Since then, knowledge-based definitions have been used by many researchers. Importantly,

Broberg and Sands [2010] replaced their original bisimulation-based security definition for Flow

Locks [Broberg and Sands 2006] with a flow-sensitive knowledge-based definition.While our security

definition is not flow sensitive, we believe that higher-order flow-sensitive security definitions

should be possible through more advanced logical relations technology [Ahmed et al. 2009; Hur

et al. 2012].

All knowledge-based security definitions we are aware of apply to lower-order languages only.

As we noted in Section 5, knowledge-based security definitions assume that indistinguishability of

observations is an equivalence relation. It is unclear whether one can satisfy this assumption to get

a termination-insensitive security definition in the presence of higher-order state.

7 CONCLUSION
We have defined λ-WHR, a higher-order language based on FG [Rajani and Garg 2018] with where-

declassification policies based on Flow Locks [Broberg and Sands 2006, 2009]. We were able to

give a compositional definition of security for λ-WHR, the first such definition for higher-order

where declassification. To achieve this, we used a logical relation, which deems two functions

indistinguishable if indistinguishable inputs lead to indistinguishable results. This definition is

compositional on the language syntax. Relevant declassification enabled us to reason about the

intensional aspects of where declassification in our logical relation. Formalizing and incorporating

relevant declassification into the logical relation forms the core technical contribution of our work.

Although we are not the first to notice that logical relations are particularly well-suited to

defining compositional security properties—they have been used both for noninterference [Frumin

et al. 2021; Gregersen et al. 2021; Rajani and Garg 2018] and what declassification [Cruz et al. 2017;

Ngo et al. 2020], we have demonstrated a new use of logical relations by showing that they can be

used to reason about intensional security properties.

Our security definition is based on the lower-order definition of [Broberg and Sands 2009]. We

lift their definition to the higher-order setting by embedding the key conditions in the expression

relation of our logical relation. We believe that this approach can be applied to other declassification

mechanisms and styles as well. For example, we believe that lifting bisimulation-based security

definitions for other declassification mechanisms like those of Matos and Boudol [2005] and Mantel

and Sands [2004] to the higher-order setting should pose few further technical challenges. As noted

in Section 6, many bisimulation-based security definitions rely on conditions similar our condition

defining relevant declassification. Our expression relation essentially is a bisimulation that puts

additional requirements on values via the value logical relation. We therefore expect that we could

similarly extend other bisimulation-based definitions to the higher-order setting by extending

them with a value relation and replacing their notion of indistinguishability with relatedness in the

logical relation, thus obtaining compositionality.
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Furthermore, a logical-relations definition of security for when declassification based on our

relation should be straightforward.

Even though our definition of security is not flow-sensitive, this is not inherent in our approach.

By tracking the contents of the state in the world, as is routine in Kripke logical relations [Ahmed

et al. 2009], we would obtain a flow-sensitive security definition. Frumin et al. [2021] and Gregersen

et al. [2021] already incorporate this in their logical relations for noninterference.
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